Books for the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing: Adult Nonfiction, Sign Language, and Instructional Videos

Adult Nonfiction
All Fish Are Deaf. 641.392 MACIAS 2004
At Home Among Strangers. 362.42 Sch25a
Dancing Without Music: Deafness in America. 362.42 B432d
A Deaf Adult Speaks Out. 362.42 J153d
Deaf in America: Voices From a Culture. 362.42 P131d
Hearing Loss. 617.8 M314h
If you could hear what I see. 792.7028 BUCKLEY 2001
Language in Motion: Exploring the Nature of Sign. 419 SCHEIN 1995
Lipreading. 371.912 W172L
A Man Without Words. 362.42 Sch15m
Natural Sign Language Thesaurus of Useful Signs and Synonyms. 371.912 W213n
No Walls of Stone: An Anthology of Literature by Deaf and Hard of Hearing Writers. 810.809 J469n
A Phone of Our Own: The Deaf Insurrection Against Ma Bell. 362.4283 LANG 2000
Pictures In the Air: The Story of the National Theatre of the Deaf. 792.0872 BALDWIN 1993
The Radical Lives of Helen Keller. B K28n 2004
Reading Between the Lips: A Totally Deaf Man Makes it in the Mainstream. 362.42 GOLAN 1995
Seeing Voices: A Journey Into the Land of the Deaf. 362.42 Sa14s
Sound and Sign. 371.912 Sch38s
The Story of My Life. B KELLER 2003
Winning Sounds Like This: A Season With the Women’s Basketball Team at Gallaudet, the World’s Only University For the Deaf. 796.32363 COFFEY 2002

Sign Language
American Sign Language. y 419 KENT 2003
American Sign Language the Easy Way. 419 STEWART 1998
Ameslan; An Introduction to American Sign Language. 371.912 F217a
The Art of Sign Language. 419.7 BROWN 2003
The Joy of Signing. 371.912 R444j
Language in Motion: Exploring the Nature of Sign. 419 SCHEIN 1995
Learning American Sign Language. 371.912 HUMPHRI 1992
Natural Sign Language Thesaurus of Useful Signs and Synonyms. 371.912 W213n
The Other Side of Silence: Sign Language and the Deaf Community in America. 371.912 N319o
Sign Language for Everyone. 371.912 H872s
Sign Language Interpreting. 418.02 SOLOW 1981
Signing for Dummies. 419 PENILLA 2003
Sociolinguistic Variation in American Sign Language. 419.07 SOCIOLI 2001
Talk to the Deaf: A Manual of Approximately 1,000 Signs Used by the Deaf of North America. 371.912 R444t
Talking With Your Hands, Listening With Your Eyes: A Complete Photographic Guide to American Sign Language. 419 GRAYSON 2003
Video
Beginning ASL VideoCourse, Lesson #2: Breakfast with the Bravos: Breakfast & Dining Signs. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Beginning ASL VideoCourse, Lesson #3: Where’s the TV remote?: Household Signs. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Beginning ASL VideoCourse, Lesson #5: Review and Practice Session: Lessons 1-4. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Beginning ASL VideoCourse, Lesson #7: A School Daze: School Related Signs. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Beginning ASL VideoCourse, Lesson #8: A School Daze, the Sequel: School Related Signs. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Beginning ASL VideoCourse, Lesson #9: Dollar Signs: Money & Banking Signs. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Beginning ASL VideoCourse, Lesson #11: Playing in the Park: Nature and Sports Signs. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Beginning ASL VideoCourse, Lesson #14: Let’s Go Clothes Shopping!: Clothing and Shopping Signs. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Beginning ASL VideoCourse, Lesson #15: Review & Practice Session: Lessons 11-14. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Getting Started in Signing. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.) GETTING (SPECIAL SHELVING)
Hearing Loss. VIDEO (HEALTH/SAFETY) HEARING
Helen Keller. VIDEO (GOV’T/HISTORY) HELEN
N.T.S. Transliteration Practice Tape. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Say It By Signing. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
Sign Songs. VIDEO (PERSONAL IMPROVE.)
William Willard. VIDEO (BIOGRAPHY) WILLARD